The set E of idempotents of a semigroup S can be partially ordered by defining e :£ /if and only if ef = fe = e (e,fe E). If E = {e t : i = i = 0, 1, • • •} and under this ordering e o > e l > e 2 ---, then we call S an co-semigroup. Munn [10] has given a complete classification of simple regular co-semigroups in terms of groups and group homomorphisms. Let A 0 (S) denote the set of congruences on a simple regular co-semigroup S consisting of those congruences which either are idempotent-separating or are group congruences on S. It is evident that ^( S ) i s a sublattice of the lattice of all congruences on S.
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In this paper we determine a necessary and sufficient condition for the sublattice A 0 (S) to be modular.
If we further restrict S and insist that it be bisimple then A 0 (S) becomes the full lattice of congruences on S (Munn [9] ). For this case Munn [9] has determined a necessary and sufficient condition for A 0 (S) to be modular. Our work generalizes Munn's theorem from bisimple co-semigroups to simple regular co-semigroups. Many of the results in this paper are straightforward generalizations of results given by Munn for the bisimple case. Whenever possible Munn's results are used in obtaining our generalizations.
For notation and definitions not given in this paper the reader is referred to Clifford and Preston [1] and [2] .
Preliminary results
Following Munn [10] , let d be a positive integer and let {G ; : i = 0, 1, • • •, d-1} be a set of pairwise disjoint groups. Let y d -1 be a homomorphism of G d - 1 into G o and let 7 f be a homomorphism of G t into <j j+ 1 (i = 0, 1, • • •, d-2). Thus 462 G. R. Baird [2] we have a sequence
Denote by N the set of non-negative integers. For ne N denote by n (mod d) the integer equivalent to n modulo d, belonging to N, and less than d. Define for n e N. For (m, n)e NxNand m < n write and for all n e iV let a n , " denote the identity automorphism of G n (mod ,,). Let S be the set of all ordered triples (m, a t , n), where m, n e N, 0 ^ i ^ rf-1 and a, e G> Define a multiplication in S as follows:
(m, a f , n) • (/;, ft y ,?) = (m + p-/>An, (a ; a a>w )(6 y a v>w ), q + n-pAn), 
It is evident that a M + d is an endomorphism of G t . In the terminology of Reilly [11] , S^SiGi,*^).
For ne N and / = 0, 1, • • •, d-1 write e" = (n, e t , n), where e-t is the identity of the group G ; . The elements e" are the idempotents of S(d; G t ; y t ) and we have
The semigroup S(d; G t ; y f ) is in fact an inverse semigroup with identity e%.
B is a subsemigroup of S(</; (?;, y,). We note that B is uniquely determined by the number d. When d = \, B becomes the bicyclic semigroup.
A congruence p on a semigroup S is called idempotent-separating if each congruence class contains at most one idempotent of S. Lallement [5] has proved that a congruence on a regular semigroup is idempotent-separating if and only if it is contained in Green's equivalence 2tf'. From the definition of multiplication in S(d; G ( ; y t ) it is easy to show that the equivalence J f on a simple regular cosemigroup is given by: (p, bj, q) ) e J f if and only if i = j , m = p and n = q. This result will be used frequently. In fact <?f is a congruence, as we now prove. Let A 0 (S) denote the set of congruences on a simple regular co-semigroup S consisting of those congruences which either are idempotent-separating or are group congruences on S.
Evidently A 0 (S) is a sublattice of the lattice A(S) of all congruences on S. It is well known that the lattice of normal subgroups of a group is modular (see for instance Hall [3] ); hence [a, S x S ] is modular since it is isomorphic to the lattice of congruences on the group S/a. Munn [7] has proved that for regular semigroups the lattice of all congruences contained in Green's equivalence 2^C is modular. Hence [/, J f ] is modular,
Idempotent-separating congruences
A subset A of G will be called y-admissible if it satisfies the following three conditions:
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A subset A of G will be called normal if it satisfies (i) and (ii) above. We have already noted that a. Ui+d is an endomorphism of G,, 
We shall often write ^42? = ^4 v ^. It is clear that ^45 and Ai\B are again normal subsets of G. Let r denote the set of y-admissible subsets of G. It is easily checked that the property (iii) above is preserved under the operations of union ( v ) and intersection ( A ). Thus F is a sublattice of the lattice of normal subsets of G.
Since the lattice of normal subgroups of a group is modular it follows that the lattice of normal subsets of G is modular, since the direct product of modular lattices is modular. Further, a sublattice of a modular lattice is modular and hence the lattice F of y-admissible subsets of G is modular.
For any congruence X on S we define a subset A k of G as follows:
Evidently A x = A x **, since the Jf-class containing e° is {(0, a,, 0) e S : a-, e G j .
LEMMA 2.1. For any congruence X on S(d; G t ; A,) ^4
A w a y-admissible subset ofG.
PROOF. Put /f ; = {(0, a f , 0 ) e S : a t e G,}; ff,-is a subgroup of 5. Set Aj = X n (jy f x //•,•). Then A f is a congruence on H t and so e?A is a normal subgroup of// ; . Now G; is isomorphic to H t under the mapping a t -*• (0, a f , 0) and it follows that Af is a normal subgroup of G f . Thus ,4f is a normal subgroup of G,-(i = 0, 1, • • •, d-l), since our argument is independent of/.
Suppose fl ; e ^f and assume i ¥= d-1. Put x = (0, a ; , 0). Then (x, e°) e X and so that is, ((0,a iyi ,0) and for all «eiv* let a n , n M denote the identity automorphism of G n(modi) IA n ( moii) .
Further, if we assume that m = pd+ i and n = qd+j, then , a t , n), {p, bj, q) 
LEMMA 2.3. Let a be the minimal group congruence on S = S(d; G t ; y f ). Then A™* = A" = K.
PROOF. We have noted earlier that A"** = A". Let a t e ^f. Then ((0, a u 0), e°) e a and so, by Lemma 1.2, there exists e™ such that eJ(O, a t , 0) = ejef. We may suppose without loss of generality that m > 0. Hence (w, a t a Umil+ j, m) = ej and so aicc iymd+j = e,-; it follows that (a;a i)in< , +J .)a J>( , +i = c f . Thus a , e^j .
Conversely, let a t e K t . Then a ; a™ j + d = e ; for some w, and so ef (0, a i ; 0) = e?e°. Hence, by lemma 1.2, ((0, a h 0), e?) e <r; that is, a t e A?. We conclude that Corollary 2.1 follows immediately from theorem 2.1.
Group congruences
We begin this section with a general result about inverse semigroups with identity. [9] , we define rad^,-, the radical of A t relative to the endomorphism a iii+( ,, as follows: rad A t = {a t €G t :a t a" i+d e A t for some n}.
Using these radicals we define the radical of A, Rad A, as follows:
Rad A is a normal subset of G, since each rad A t *3 G t (Munn [9] ). In fact Rad A is a y-admissible subset of G, as we now show. Let a, e rad A t , that is, let [7] On a sublattice 467 a,<x" 1+d e A t for some n, and so
But
Thus Rad ,4 e T.
Again, directly generalizing Munn's procedure in [9] , we denote the y-admissible set {(e 0 That the following properties hold for Rad follows immediately from Munn's lemma 2 in [9] , where it is shown that the analogous properties hold for rad in each component (j, of G.
Properties (i), (ii) and (iii) imply that Rad is a closure operator on the set of y-admissible subsets of G.
The next lemma follows from and generalizes Munn's lemma 4 (i) in [9] . PROOF. p\S t is a group congruence on S t . Hence rad A? = A? by Munn's lemma 4 (i) in [9] . Thus Rad A" = A" and A" e T* as required.
We now fix our attention on the sublattice [<r, ffvJf], and begin by determining the congruence a v Jf\ Note that the restriction to each S t gives Munn and Reilly's determination of a v 34? on a bisimple cu-semigroup [8] . LEMMA 
Let S = S(d; G t ; y,). Then ((m,ai,n), (p, bj, q)) e a v Jf if and only if m-n = p-q.
PROOF. Let x = (w, a f , n) and j> = (p, bj, q). Suppose that (x, y)e erv Jf. Then since < 7 v / = ( r o / o ( r (Howie [4] , Theorem 3.9) there exist u, v in S such that (x, u) e a, (u,v) eJf, and (j;, j)e<r. Let u= (m',g k ,ri) and z; = (/>', A,, #'). Since (*, u)e a there exists, by lemma 1. We now prove a partial converse to lemma 3.2 which generalizes Munn's lemma 5 (iii) in [9] . use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700009216
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We shall show that T is a congruence on S with the desired property. It is straightforward to show that T is reflexive and symmetric.
Let now x = (/w,«,,«), y = (p,bj,q) and z = (r, c k , s). Suppose (x,y)ex and (y, z)e x. Thenm -n = p -qandp -q = r -sandsom -n = r-s. To prove that x is transitive it remains to show that \\xz\\ e A t , for some /. We may assume without loss of generality that n < s or n = s and i 5S k. We now proceed by cases.
CASE (i): q < n or q = n and j ^ i. Hence ||xz||a SJ+fc)9(/+J .a J+1 ,^ e A k , that is lkz||a^V + V e A k . Now Rad ^ = A and so ||xz|| e j4 fc . Hence (x, z) e T. We conclude that x is an equivalence relation on S. That x is left and right compatible follows from computations similar to those above and they are left to the reader.
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We note here that Munn's proof of lemma 5 (iii) in [9] can be generalized to give an alternative proof of our Now [a, a v J f ] is a modular lattice since it is a sublattice of the modular lattice [a, S x S]. We conclude that F* is a modular lattice.
The main result
We are now in a position to generalize Munn's argument to the present situation and prove an analogue of his main theorem in [9] , viz. To establish this result we establish the analogues of lemmas 8, 9 and 10 of [9] . To do this we need two preliminary lemmas which generalize Munn's lemmas 6 and 7 of [9] . use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700009216 [11] On a sublattice 471
